BSP SCORING SERVICES

BSPScoring provides a service for scoring horse trials, dressage, combined training and jumping from
Pony Club to FEI 5* level.
Costs for our basic service cover scoring throughout the event for any number of horses (1-500+), travel if
less than 50km from home, data uploads to the web for live scores, and consumables such as paper,
printer toner etc, and the time involved pre-event setting up the program and website.
Championship events can also be catered for with final championship points calculated as per EA rules.
In addition, we can manage your draw, with unlimited updates for withdrawals and replacements, and
produce running sheets for marshalls, judges and cross country officials.
At the conclusion of the event all results will be sent to the FEI and/or EA as appropriate and according to
the organising committee's instructions, and published on our website, where they will remain for the rest
of the year and then archived on the site for future reference. Electronic copies of results can also be
provided to the OC for publication on their own website.
Additional personnel: Depending on numbers of horses and type of competition (eg Horse Trials),
additional help may be required in order to get scores and final results published as quickly as possible.
For smaller horse trials events where additional help is not needed for the dressage phase, a volunteer
from the OC would be required to assist with manual scoring of the cross country.
PRICE LIST: *All prices are subject to the type of event, number of arenas, judges per test etc.
Basic Scoring Service (1 – 500+ horses) - $300 per day or $450 for a 2 day event (includes live scoring)
For 3rd and 4th days, an additional cost may apply – please contact us for details
Preparation and management of draw - $1.00 per horse to 300 horses, includes all updates and changes,
running sheets etc. (Additional horses, over 300 - 75c per horse)
Additional personnel – from $120 per person per day
Travel – 25 cents/km if more than 50 km from home
We can provide our own accommodation if the event is over 2 or more days (or depending on starting
times and distance from home) but we will require parking and power for our motor home
Additional requirements during the event:
Refreshments/meals during the event - we are usually not able to take coffee or meal breaks
Contact us on bspscoring@yahoo.com.au to discuss any customised requirements for specialised events

www.bspscoring.com
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